Paul C. Heubach Appointed University Church Pastor

The new pastor of the University Church is Paul C. Heubach, professor of applied theology in the School of Religion. The announcement was made to both worship services at the church on January 16.

Pastor Heubach comes to P.C. Heubach, Loma Linda University, in 1963 from Walla Walla College where he was pastor of that college and head of the department of theology for 11 years. Prior to that time he was on the Faculty of La Sierra College and was on the staff of the First Congregational Church of the White Memorial Church.

Pastor Heubach received his BA degree from Pacific Union College in 1953. The BDA Theological Seminary at Andrews University, Michigan, granted him the Master of Arts degree in 1964.

He has taken additional graduate work at the Universities of Chicago and the University of Southern California. Pastor Heubach replaces Charles W. Yeiel who became the pastor of the University Medical Center last October.

The people of India will continue to use the four-point system, a plus or minus attached to the average instead of putting the average itself. Likewise, a grade of B+ carries a value of 3.3 in comparison to the past 3.0, as in the past. Likewise, a grade of B is proportionately adjusted to 2.7 instead of 3.0.

"We feel this new system will reflect more precisely the distinction between grades," Dr. Cleveland states.

New Medical Curriculum Development For Gradual Inclusion in Schedule

For their first medical students, the School of Medicine has adopted a new medical curriculum for the School of Medicine beginning February 1, 1965. The new curriculum will replace the old system as in the past. Likewise, a grade of B+ carries a value of 3.3 in comparison to the past 3.0, as in the past. Likewise, a grade of B is proportionately adjusted to 2.7 instead of 3.0.

"We feel this new system will reflect more precisely the distinction between grades," Dr. Cleveland states.
These Are Not Dark Days

"Do not let us speak of darker days; let us speak of a new dawn. These are not dark days; these are great days — the great days our country has ever lived and we must all strive to have been allowed each of us according to our stations, to play a part in making these days memorable in the history of our race." — Address to the graduates of Harrof School, December 29, 1941.

"These are great days." In those four words the spirit of America is summed up. A year earlier he had promised his countrymen "marching through blood, toil, tears, and sweat." Was he wrong about one or the other of his judgments of the times?

It is not, for Winston Churchill had grasped what many have feared under the shadow of the clouds that MEN AND WOMEN RISE TO CRISIS — that we find buried deep down inside us a spark put there by the Creator that is fanned into flame by supreme challenge.

In the history of every country, every race, every institution are periods of crisis, periods of the call to sacrifice, periods fraught with personal decision that set the course of history. From the leadership of Sir Winston Churchill, and from those who followed him not down the path, but up the path, we find one common denominator, a total dedication to the task at hand. A total dedication to the "blood, toil, tears, and sweat" of those "great days" in the world's history given by King and Princesses, by commoner and lord, by rich and poor, by the powerful and the weak. And with this total dedication.

May the loss of this leader, whose eulogies will be among the finest ever given in this earth's history, be not loss but gain. May we in this time of business, take a moment away from our spirit of "business as usual" and find for ourselves that "these are great days" requiring great sacrifice by all alike.

Perhaps a spirit of pervading dedication to the Cause at hand would then make it possible for those who build in that moment he betrays America. ... We seek no do

The Dimensions of Medicine and Religion

Dr. Provensa probed the University of Chicago professor's thoughts in this area of discussion by asking him to explain how psychology and medicine are different, or are not different, and if they could.

If psychologists are different in religion, it is because they try hard to leave God out of their thinking. Even when we are at the conscious level of decision making, there are many other influences working simultaneouly.

The real dynamics of psychology show a multifaceted man. There is the contribution to healing which may be made by psychology, and there is justification by Divine acceptance granting the power of life or death. If "psychologists 'psychologize' everything away, then they fail to grasp the idea that "bible, family, man, as a closed machine (the body), but that we include a subtle, spiritual dimension that is not palpable, visible, but it is there."

In an earlier work (before the publication of "Systematic Theology") you mentioned that only a priest can make a complete psychiatrist. I wonder how your concept of autonomy for religion and medicine will affect this statement?

The Deacon: The real doctrine makes every man a priest or minister for every other man. It seems to me that at this moment in time there is more danger from the psychological approach of Dr. Provensa than from the physician who enters the world of theology. Psychology is the "name" which in ways perhaps unspoken imparts to his priestly man can be a complete psychiatrist. I often does not."

A physician can, without creating conflict, exert a priestly influence which may be of potential value to the patient rest, elevation, self-actualization, or achieve other basically religious purposes.

"Do not let us speak of darker days; let us speak of a new dawn. These are not dark days; these are great days — the great days our country has ever lived and we must all strive to have been allowed each of us according to our stations, to play a part in making these days memorable in the history of our race." — Address to the graduates of Harrof School, December 29, 1941.

"These are great days." In those four words the spirit of America is summed up. A year earlier he had promised his countrymen "marching through blood, toil, tears, and sweat." Was he wrong about one or the other of his judgments of the times?

It is not, for Winston Churchill had grasped what many have feared under the shadow of the clouds that MEN AND WOMEN RISE TO CRISIS — that we find buried deep down inside us a spark put there by the Creator that is fanned into flame by supreme challenge.

In the history of every country, every race, every institution are periods of crisis, periods of the call to sacrifice, periods fraught with personal decision that set the course of history. From the leadership of Sir Winston Churchill, and from those who followed him not down the path, but up the path, we find one common denominator, a total dedication to the task at hand. A total dedication to the "blood, toil, tears, and sweat" of those "great days" in the world's history given by King and Princesses, by commoner and lord, by rich and poor, by the powerful and the weak. And with this total dedication.

May the loss of this leader, whose eulogies will be among the finest ever given in this earth's history, be not loss but gain. May we in this time of business, take a moment away from our spirit of "business as usual" and find for ourselves that "these are great days" requiring great sacrifice by all alike.

Perhaps a spirit of pervading dedication to the Cause at hand would then make it possible for those who build in that moment he betrays America. ... We seek no do
Israel Tour Cost Reduced to $866

The price of the study tour of Israel has been reduced from $966 to $866. Dr. M. Revene, assistant dean of stu-
dents who is the director of the tour.

The reduction was made pos-
sible after careful review of
its estimated expenses of

The tour group will leave on
June 17 and will return on
July 18. The cost does not
include air transportation
and from New York or ex-
ceptions during a 13-day free-
period in Europe.

Reservations should be placed
by June 1. Further informa-
tion is available upon request.

Norwood Speaks on Medical Education

The School of Medicine will be represented at the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the American Medical Association at Chicago by Dr. Norwood.

Frederick Norwood, PhD, professor of cultural medi-
cine, will speak February 7 on
the theme of "Medical Edu-
cation."

Makahuna

The charter dinner recently
mer ambassador to Korea,
"Critical Incidents in the Shap-
ing of United States Medical
Education," Dr. Hinshaw
stated.

Dean Hinshaw pointed out
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Having Watch Trouble? Visit
Walt's Time Shop
Walter Williams
28810 Central Ave., Unit 4, Loma Linda
Phone: 796-0312


Loma Linda Realty
24871 Central Ave. (next to Frank's Barbershop), Loma Linda
Phone: 796-0312

Flush new rentals. Large 2-bedroom apartments, wall-to-wall carpeting. Built-in kitchen, coolers, some with sun decks, from $85 to $125 per month. Furnished from $35 to $160 per month. Within walking distance from hospital.

Four new 2-bedroom apartments with carpets at $85 per month. Five blocks from University. One-bedroom apartment, furnished, $65 per month.

Three-bedroom houses, $102.50 and $125 per month. For sale. Older 5-bedroom house. Three adjoining lots can be sold. Close in. Southside location. Nice view, water, sewer, $325.00. Terms.

Ask about our Management Program Program Serving Loma Linda for over 36 years

Moving Across the Street or Across the Nation?

The moving company with 18 years of service to families, institutions and church members.

Classifieds

LEASE THE NEW CAR YOU'VE DESIRED INSTEAD OF BUYING IT!

You have undoubtedly considered the possibility of leasing your next car instead of purchasing it. If you haven't done anything about it before you still question the advantages of leasing... now is the time to get that question answered to your complete satisfaction. Our highly trained staff takes a professional approach to leasing that will surprise and please you. We're leasing experts, dedicated to serving our customers in a manner that gives them complete confidence in any business transaction they have with us. We're not willing to stretch the truth, even a little, just to lease you a car. If you're interested in doing business with professionals, we're interested in you. Call us... or just drop in, and let's get acquainted.

BOB NEW, INC.
730 North Main St.
Sonora, California 95370
Phone: 282-0271

Lease the new car of your choice... with confidence

DENTIST NEEDED
As replacement. 5,500 population, no other dentist in the area. Contact E. W. Hill, MD, PO Box L, Hayfork, California.

PHYSICIAN NEEDED
Immediately in Beaver City, Nebraska. SDA church, 3 hospitals nearby. Modern, fully equipped clinic. Net annual income over $32,000. For information, contact George W. Snow Jr, president, First State Bank, Beaver City, Nebras-

University Place
A Loma Linda University Service

Opportunities Overseas

Outreach to our patients and staff at our overseas medical centers. A great opportunity to make a difference in people's lives around the world.

KOREA
Pusan: Pusan Sanitarium
INTER-AMERICAN DIVISION
Caribbean: Sendig, Trinidad
MEXICO
Guadalajara: General Hospital
PHYSICIAN NEEDED
In Nuremberg, Ga, Medical officer, to fill an overseas assignment available. Near Allentown, SDA church and school nearby. Also, work in Magdou, Nuremberg, Ga.

Calling Physicians and Dentists to the Arkansas - Louisiana Conference

The sunny south is an open field for professional men and we need you! There are tremendous opportunities for conscientious Christian physicians and dentists. Their influence is needed throughout this great conference.

For specific information concerning areas needs and opportunities, contact

Jack R. Lucas, M.D., Medical Secretary
9112 Florida Boulevard
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808

or call...collect...area code 504...224-3371

Physicians and Dentists to the Arkansas - Louisiana Conference

P.O. Box 5048
Shreveport, Louisiana 71105

President Orville R. Holm, Treasurer Paul H. Linius
Telephone 860-1485 Area Code 318

PHYSICIAN NEEDED
In Nuremberg, Ga, Medical officer, to fill an overseas assignment available. Near Allentown, SDA church and school nearby. Also, work in Magdou, Nuremberg, Ga.